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1. INTRODUCTION

An increase in the width of the magnetization loop
(peak effect, fishtail) is manifested as a secondary peak
of the hysteretic magnetization loop M(H) and is often
observed in various superconducting materials [1].
The peak effect is usually associated with the increase
in the critical current with the field. Such an atypical
field dependence of the critical current can be due to
enhancement of vortex pinning associated with a
change in the structure of the magnetic vortex lattice
[2, 3] in strongly anisotropic superconductors [4]. The
peak effect can also occur as a result of an increase in
the number of pinning centers due to the formation of
nuclei of the nonsuperconducting phase in the mate�
rial [5–7].

The BaxK1 – xBiO3 cubic superconductor (referred
henceforth as BKBO) with a superconducting transi�
tion temperature of Tc ≈ 30 K exhibits weak anisotropy
of magnetic properties [8]; nevertheless, its magneti�
zation loops demonstrate the peak effect. BKBO pos�
sesses a number of properties typical of high�tempera�
ture superconductors [9], such as broadening of the
resistive transition in a magnetic field [10] and the
presence of the vortex glass phase [11]. However,
BKBO also demonstrates anomalous features in the
magnetic and transport characteristics. According to
the results obtained in [12, 13], polycrystalline BKBO
samples as well as its single crystals have nonmono�
tonic dependences of resistance R on external field H,
temperature T, and transport current; the retrieval of
the resistive state from the superconducting state is
also observed upon a decrease in temperature. In addi�
tion, S�shaped current—voltage (I–V) characteristics
with a wide hysteresis loop were observed for BKBO

crystals. Such effects were also observed in part in
analysis of the transport properties (I–V curves, R(H),
and R(T)) for the Sr1 – xKxBiO3 and Ba1 – xKxBiO3 sys�
tems (with various values of x) [14–16] and allied
compound Ba0.25Pb0.75BiO3 (Tc ~ 12 K) [17–19].
These peculiarities can be interpreted on the basis of
the model of a spatially inhomogeneous superconduc�
tor–insulator state [20] as applied to the given systems.
Such an approach to describing the anomalous trans�
port properties of BKBO was proposed for the first
time in [12]. According to [20], if the Fermi level in a
strongly degenerate semiconductor lies near the edge
of the band gap, phase separation into the insulating
and superconducting zones may take place in a chem�
ically homogeneous material after the occurrence of
superconductivity. The Ba1 – xKxBiO3 system is a semi�
conductor only when x < 0.37 [21]. At the same time,
BKBO is a poor metal for x > 0.37, and its electron
structure is close to that of a strongly degenerate semi�
conductor; the density of states at the Fermi surface is
low [22] in spite of a fairly high Tc. A model of phase
separation into the Fermi� and Bose�subsystems for
BKBO, which describes the metal–insulator transi�
tions for x = 0.37, was proposed in [23].

A system with spatial phase nonuniformities [20,
23] responds to an external magnetic field because
phase separation must change during the suppression
of the superconducting gap, tuning itself to new con�
ditions self�consistently [13]. It remains unclear
whether phase separation can be manifested in the
magnetization curves of a superconductor.

In this study, we investigate the magnetization
loops of a Ba0.6K0.4BiO3 single crystal. The extended
model of the critical state [24, 25], which was devel�
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oped to take into account the asymmetry and the sec�
ondary peak on the magnetization loop, is used for
describing and determining the parameters of experi�
mental M(H) dependences. Possible reasons for the
occurrence of the secondary peak in the field depen�
dence of the magnetizations are analyzed. It is shown
that the inclusion of phase separation into the
extended model of the critical state makes it possible
to describe all observed singularities on magnetization
loops.

2. EXPERIMENT

 Single�crystal samples Ba0.6K0.4BiO3 were grown
using the technique of chemical transport reactions
[26]. The temperature dependences of resistance were
measured by the standard four�probe method. The
sample size was 1 × 1 × 0.8 mm and the measuring cur�
rent was 1 mA. The external field was applied at right
angles to the transport current.

The magnetic properties were investigated using a
PPMS�6000 vibrational magnetometer (Quantum
Design). The sample mass was 59.6 mg. The magneti�
zation data were corrected taking into account the dia�
magnetic signal of the sample holder insert. The mag�
netization hysteretic loops M(H) were measured dur�
ing sample cooling in the field of the Earth.

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependences of the
resistance in various applied magnetic fields. The tem�
perature corresponding to the beginning of the resis�
tive transition Tc was approximately 31.8 K. At the
same temperature, a diamagnetic signal appears on
the temperature dependence of the magnetic moment
in weak (a few oersteds) external magnetic fields. The
temperature dependence of the upper critical field

Hc2(T) was determined from the R(T) dependences
measured in different magnetic fields: the temperature
at which the extrapolations of the region with the nor�
mal resistance and the region of the sharp decrease in
the resistance due to the superconducting transition
intersect was fixed for each R(T) dependence. The
temperature Tc0 at which dissipation appeared was
determined from the R(T) dependence from the crite�
rion 5 × 10–6 Ω.

Figures 2–4 demonstrate typical features of the
magnetization loops at various temperatures. At low
temperatures, the M(H) dependences are symmetric
about the abscissa axis (Fig. 2). The secondary peak on
the M(H) dependences is manifested clearly in the
range of strong fields (H ~ 30–40 kOe for tempera�
tures 2–16 K) both upon an increase and upon a
decrease in the external field (see Fig. 3). With
increasing temperature, the secondary peak is shifted
to the range of lower fields and becomes narrower.

After the attainment of high temperatures, the sec�
ondary peak is clearly manifested, which is demon�
strated in Fig. 4 by the curve recorded at T = 21 K. At
T ≥ 25 K, no secondary peak could be distinguished on
the M(H) curves. It can also be clearly seen from Fig. 4
that in the range of strong fields, the field dependence
of magnetization M(H) becomes linear (M = –χ1H),
which is typical of diamagnets. Diamagnetic suscepti�
bility χ1 is almost the same for temperatures below Tc
and is equal to 7.5 × 10–5 cm3/mol, which is close to
the values of χ1 for Ba0.6K0.4BiO3 at 30–40 K deter�
mined in [27].

The upper critical field Hc2 in which the direct and
reverse M(H) curves coincide, as well as irreversibility
field Hirr, can be determined from the magnetization
curves. The values of Hc2 were determined for the tem�
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perature range above 20 K; the criterion was the begin�
ning of coincidence of the experimental points of the
M(H) dependence with linear dependence M = –χ1H.
Figure 4 illustrates the determination of Hc2 and Hirr .

The behavior of the M(H) dependences obtained
after subtraction of the diamagnetic contribution is
illustrated in the inset to Fig. 4. It can be seen that the
hysteretic dependences associated only with the
superconductive contribution are asymmetric relative
to the abscissa axis. The asymmetry of the loops
decreases upon cooling.

The dependence of the pinning force in the exter�
nal field was determined from magnetic measure�
ments as FP(H) = Jc(H)H, where the critical current
density averaged over the sample is defined by the
expression from the Bean model: Jc = 30ΔM/d, where
ΔM is the height of the magnetization loops in the
units of G g/cm3 and d is the sample size in centime�
ters. Figure 5 shows the field dependences of pinning
force FP in coordinates fP = FP/FP1m vs. h = H/Hirr at
various temperatures; here, FP1m is the height of the
first peak (in weak fields). The fP(h) curves) coincide in
the range of weak fields and near Hirr, but diverge in
the region of the peak effect. The values of Hirr were
taken directly from the experimental magnetization
curves M(H) (see Fig. 4 as an example of determining
Hirr); for T = 2 K and 8 K, these values were deter�
mined from the condition of coincidence of segments
of the fP(h) curves near H = 0 and H = Hirr.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1. Scaling of the Field Dependences of Pinning Force

Analysis of the variation of the secondary peak
height and position with temperature on the experi�
mental M(H) curves provides information on the

mechanisms for the occurrence of the secondary peak.
The first and secondary peaks on the M(H) depen�
dences correspond to the first and second maxima on
the FP(H) curves. The secondary peak on the FP(H)
curve is associated with a change in the pinning mech�
anism and the structure of the vortex lattice. In this
case, field H2p corresponding to the secondary peak
coincides with the line demarcating the regions with
different vortex lattices on the phase diagram of the
superconductor [4]. In phase transitions, scaling in the
dependences of the pinning force in coordinates fP =

0
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FP/FP2m vs. h = H/Hirr at various temperatures must be
observed in the vortex lattice [1, 28, 29], where FP2m is
the height of the second peak on the FP(H) curve.

For the data obtained in coordinates of fP = FP/FP2m
vs. h, the dependences for different temperatures do
not fit the same curve; therefore, there is no scaling in
the position or in the secondary peak amplitude. It can
be seen from Fig. 5 that the position of the secondary
peak H2p/Hirr changes from h = 0.33 at T = 8 K to h =
0.6 at T = 23 K, while the position of the peak in coor�
dinates of reduced field h would remain unchanged for
the expected pattern of the peak effect due to the phase
transition of the lattice. It should be noted that the
field corresponding to the first maximum of the pin�
ning force in the reduced coordinates remains
unchanged (H1p/Hirr ≈ 0.09).

3.2. Temperature Dependences of Characteristic Fields

Figure 6 shows the values of H2p at different tem�
peratures. The temperature dependence of the posi�
tion of secondary peak H2p makes it possible to identify
the phase transition type. In phase transitions in the
vortex lattice typical of layered superconductors [4],
the temperature dependence of field H2p has a positive
curvature. Such a scenario is hardly feasible for BKBO
exhibiting weak anisotropy. In the scenario of plastic
pinning [3], the value of H2p changes with temperature
as H2p ∝ (1 – (T/Tc)

4)1.4. This function coincides in the
sign of the curvature with the observed dependence;
however, the quantitative coincidence is poor (see

Fig. 6). The observed position of the secondary peak of
the pinning force is successfully described by the
dependence H2p = H2p0(1 – (T/Tc)

2) for H2p0 = 40 kOe.
Such an H2p(T) dependence can be due to the pres�
ence of regions with a lower value of Hc2 in the sample
[30]. It is known that regions with a lower value of Hc2
may appear when spatially separated domains differing
in the chemical composition or in oxygen stoichiome�
try are formed in the main superconducting matrix [7].
Upon an increase in the external field, superconduc�
tivity is suppressed sooner in such regions. For an
external field close to H2p, the domains transformed
into the normal state may play the role of effective pin�
ning centers, which ultimately leads to the peak effect.

The suppression of superconductivity and possible
growth of nonsuperconducting domains upon an
increase in the external field affect the cessation of
supercurrent percolation (for external field H = HR = 0)
and the beginning of the flow of vortices through the
sample (for H = Hirr). For H = Hc2, the entire sample
passes to the normal state. Figure 6 shows the temper�
ature dependences of H2p, Hirr, HR = 0, and H2c. In the
temperature range above 18 K, the Hc2(T) dependence
is approximated by a linear function with a slope of
dHc2/dT ≈ –6.4 kOe/K in accordance with the data
reported in [29, 31]; at the same time, it was shown in
[29] that the Hc2(T) dependence for BKBO may have
a positive curvature in a wider temperature range. The
Hirr(T) and HR = 0(T) dependences are successfully
described by functions H = 174 kOe (1 – T/Tc)

1.3 and
H = 150 kOe (1 – T/Tc)

1.5, respectively. In the range
T > 25 K, line HR = 0(T) passes below the dependence
H = 40 kOe (T/Tc)

2). It should be noted that a clearly
manifested peak effect is observed on the M(H) depen�
dences only in the temperature range below 25 K. One
of the conditions for the peak effect is probably the ful�
fillment of the inequality HR = 0 > H2p at T = const.

3.3. Extended Critical State Model

The asymmetry of the M(H) curves relative to the
axis M = 0, which is typical of many superconductors
at high temperatures, is due to peculiarities of the
pinning of vortices at the sample surface. In the
extended critical state model (ECSM) [24, 32, 33]
describing asymmetric magnetization loops, the
degree of asymmetry is determined by the ratio of the
depth Ls of the surface layer with equilibrium magne�
tization to characteristic sample size d (or the average
grain size in the case of a polycrystal). The value of Ls
is approximately equal to the magnetic field penetra�
tion depth λL [24, 33].

It was shown in [25] that the peak effect can be
described using the ECSM. In the region of the peak
effect, the value of Ls decreases as the critical current
density at H2p increases. The function describing the
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peak of the critical current density and the corre�
sponding suppression of Ls can be defined in the form

(1)

Here, the peak is characterized by the position of cen�
ter B2p, height A relative to the initial level and width
Bw. Expression (1) makes it possible to correctly
define the peak in any range of the fields; in particular,
the condition P(B) = 1 holds for B = 0. The field
dependence of Ls with allowance for the peak effect
can be written as

(2)

Here, Ls0 is the value of Ls for H = 0. The first factor in
expression (2) coincides with the expression for the
field dependence of the Londons penetration depth
[34]. The field dependence of the local critical current
density, describing the peak effect, is given by

(3)

Here, jc0 is the value of jc for B = 0; the first factor in
the product is the monotonic dependence determin�
ing the behavior of jc(B) on various scales of the mag�
netic field [35]. In weak fields, this function behaves
analogously to the dependence in the Kim model [36],
while in strong fields, an exponential decrease is man�
ifested. Coefficients B0 and B1 determine the rate of
variation of the current densities on these scales.

The extended critical state model [24, 25] provides
a correct description of the experimental magnetiza�
tion loops for BKBO, which makes it possible to carry
out their parameterization and to estimate the field of
complete penetration (see table). Height A of the peak
relative to the “unperturbed” field dependence of the
magnetization exhibited a weak temperature depen�
dence. Parameter A was o 0.5 for temperatures below
20 K; i.e., the critical current density in field H2p(T) =
B2p(T)/μ0 was approximately 1.5 times higher than the
“unperturbed” value. For high temperatures, the value
of A is of the same order of magnitude, but the error in
the estimated value of this parameter is larger due to
the small magnetization values.

Analysis of the asymmetry of the magnetization
loops makes it possible to estimate the size of the
regions of screening supercurrent circulation in the
sample. Using the available value of λL = 300 nm for
BKBO [8], we obtain a size of d ~ 20 μm of supercon�
ducting regions at T = 2 K. This value is much smaller
than the size of the single crystal under investigation
(10–3 m).

3.4. Phase Separation

The peak effect due to enhancement of pinning
considered in Section 3.3 is not associated with phase

P B( ) 1 A B
B2p

������ln⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞ 2

/ 2
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������⎝ ⎠
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���������������.=
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B /B0 B /B1( )exp+
������������������������������������������P B( ).=

separation. However, phase separation into the insu�
lating and superconducting regions is observed in
BKBO in the range of fields and temperatures overlap�
ping with the peak effect [12, 13, 37, 38]. The pattern
of phase separation depends on extrinsic parameters
(temperature, transport current, and magnetic field).
The sizes of superconducting and insulating regions
change upon partial suppression of superconductivity,
which must be reflected in the M(H) dependences.

To take into account phase separation in the
ECSM, we introduce the magnetic�field�dependent
quantity xI determining the fraction of the insulator
phase in the sample. In the case of phase separation,
the sample can be visualized as an insulator matrix
containing superconducting “droplets.” In this case,
the volume occupied by the superconducting droplets
is (1 – xI)V and their average size is d = (1 – xI)V1/3/N,
where V is the sample volume and N is the number of
superconducting droplets. The magnetic field pene�
trates into the insulator matrix freely and only partially
penetrates into the droplets, which is described by the
ECSM. If the value of xI decreases with increasing
field, the value of d increases and, accordingly, the
total diamagnetic response of the sample becomes
stronger. The peak on the magnetization loops is
observed if xI sharply decreases with increasing field.
The determination of the field and temperature
dependences of xI during phase separation requires
further theoretical and experimental investigations. In
this study, we chose the functional dependence xI(H)
from the condition of the best description of experi�
mental magnetization loops. We derived the following
phenomenological expression:

(4)

where xmax and xmin are the maximal and minimal frac�
tions of the insulator phase for a preset temperature
and parameter Hw determines the width of transition
of xI from xmax to xmin. Solid curves in Figs. 3 and 4
show the result of description of experimental magne�
tization loops using the ECSM and taking into
account phase separation. Figure 7 shows the variation

xI H( ) xmax xmin–( )=

× 1
H /H2p( )ln

Hw/H2p

������������������������⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞exp+

1–

xmin,+

Parameterization of magnetization loops. Full penetration
field Hp, field corresponding to the secondary field on the
M(H) dependence, width Bw of the peak, and asymmetry
parameter 2Ls0/d

T, K Hp, kOe B2p, kG Bw, kG 2Ls0/d

2 1.9 40 13 0.03

8 1.6 39 9 0.045

14 1 35 6 0.06

19 0.6 26 2.5 0.1

25 0.2 15 1 0.24
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of xI relative to xmin with the field, which was obtained
in describing the magnetization loops at various tem�
peratures. The fraction of the insulator phase was not
smaller than 54% at T = 2 K and H = 0. The observed
variation of magnetization in the peak effect corre�
sponds to an increase in the fraction of the supercon�
ducting phase by 1.85 times.

With allowance for phase separation, the peak
effect is reproduced for A = 0 in expression (1) and
P(B) = 1 in expressions (2) and (3). Consequently, an
increase in the size of superconducting regions may
lead to the second peak on the fP(h) curves (see Fig. 5)
even in the absence of a peak on the jc(B) dependence.

Thus, the experimental magnetization loops were
successfully described by the ECSM with allowance
for the variation of the size of the insulating and super�
conducting regions upon a change in the field and
temperature. The average size d = (1 – xmax)D ~ 20 μm
of the superconducting regions in a weak field at T =
2 K (estimated in Section 3.3) is in conformity with
the results of magnetooptical studies of phase separa�
tion in BKBO [37].

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this study, we have investigated the field depen�
dences M(H) of the magnetization of Ba0.6K0.4BiO3
single crystals, which demonstrate the peak effect. Our
analysis of the M(H), H2p(T), and FP(H) dependences
indicates that the peak effect in Ba0.6K0.4BiO3 is asso�
ciated with phase separation [20, 23]. Hysteretic M(H)
dependences together with the secondary peak are
described using the expanded critical state model [24,
25]. Good agreement is attained in the description of
the magnetization loops both with allowance for the
peak on the jc(B) dependence and using the field
dependence of fraction xI of the insulating phase. In all

probability, the insulating regions corresponding to
magnetic field values near H2p decrease to sizes favor�
able for pinning of vortices on them. In this case, the
peak effect is determined by the excess contribution to
the magnetization due to an increase in the fraction of
superconducting regions as well as by the peak of the
jc(B) curve caused by enhancement of peaking.

It was shown recently by Kogan [39] that the mag�
netoelastic effect may lead to the peak effect on the
reversible dependence of magnetization in fields
stronger than the irreversibility field. The mechanism
proposed in this study also allows the occurrence of
such a peak effect on the reversible magnetization if
phase separation is suppressed in fields stronger
than Hirr .
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